CAMPUS MAP

1. NORTH CAMPUS ENTRANCE
   ACT GATEHOUSE
2. BISSELL LIBRARY
3. ACT NEW BUILDING
4. PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS
5. PINewood - THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF THESSALONIKI
6. LADAS HALL
7. COMPTON HALL
8. STEPHENS HALL
9. GYM
10. MACEDONIA HALL
11. KYRIDES HALL
12. CHURCH OF THE THREE HIERARCHS
13. MUSIC ROOM
14. PAPPAS HALL
15. RAPHAEL HALL
16. MORLEY HOUSE
17. PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL
18. ANATOLIA KINDERGARTEN WILLARD HOUSE
19. WHITE HOUSE
20. ELEFTHERIADAS LIBRARY
21. WHITE HALL
22. INGLE HALL
23. INGLE HALL ANNEX
24. STAFF RESIDENCES
25. RIGGS HALL
26. CHAPMAN HOUSE
27. VEROUSSIS HOUSE
28. SOUTH CAMPUS ENTRANCE
29. MAIN CAMPUS ENTRANCE
30. PRESIDENT'S RESIDENCE
31. ANATOLIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
32. ANATOLIA ALUMNI SOCCER AND TRACK FIELD